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Case Study - 

Leading Media Technology 

Company Uses Mail2Cloud To 

Improve Employee Access To Email 
 

LEADING SOUND TECHNOLOGY COMPANY MOVES LEGACY 

EMAILS TO CLOUD STORAGE FOR BETTER EMPLOYEE ACCESS 

TO EMAIL CONTENT  

Challenge 
As part of its acquisition of another company, a leading media sound technology company 

looked to integrate the new personnel and their data into the organization with minimal 

disruption to ongoing operations. Part of the challenge was how to maintain the vital 

information store of the acquired employees' email without continuing to support the 

acquired company's legacy email system. A solution was needed that not only maintained 

the emails but also made them easily accessible to each of the employees. 

 

Solution 
The solution was to leverage Mail2Cloud Retriever to move all “acquired” employees' email 

from the legacy email system into the company’s cloud storage solution. More specifically, 

user emails would be moved to the corresponding cloud storage accounts of each 

employee. In this way, each user would have a personal repository of their former emails. 
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Email Moved into Individual Cloud Storage Accounts 

 

Email Folder Structure Recreated in a Cloud Repository 

 

When Mail2Cloud Retriever stored email to cloud storage it saved each message in a folder 

structure that mirrored the users legacy email account. Within this folder structure, subfolders 

were created for each message. The title of the subfolder being the subject of the stored 

email. Within the email specific folder, messages were: 

 converted into PDF files - allowing for instant indexing and easy visualization; 

 saved in their original EML format - preserving the original message for compliance; 

 each attachment saved individually. 

Email Saved in Three Key Components 

 

Message as a PDF, attachments, original message (.eml) 
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Benefits 
 

The company counted several benefits from the solution offered by Mail2Cloud Retriever: 

 Rapid Access: Employees have personal and rapid access to their old emails 

through powerful cloud storage search capabilities; 

 Ubiquitous: Cloud storage features like powerful preview and extensive access 

options allow near ubiquitous access regardless of device used, whether desktop, 

tablet or mobile; 

 Security: Cloud storage security policy can now be leveraged over the transferred 

email. No longer are the messages prone to email related vulnerabilities; 

 Cost Reduction: The company was able to deactivate the legacy email service. 

Furthermore, the company leveraged their cloud storage plan that offers unlimited 

storage; 

 Collaboration: Employees are better able to share their legacy email content by 

utilizing the many collaborative tools and features present in their cloud storage 

platform.  


